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/3, where A = 2y + E, e O, 1. If the number of F-points is 9, there exists an infinite number of transformations. However, in any of the above types when the number of F-points is limited to 9, only a finite number of transformations is obtained. Montesanof11) derived the semi-symmetric types for p = 9 anld obtained independent expressions for each type involving 1 parameter. This paper shows that these types are all related.
In this paper I have obtained explicit algebraic expressiolis for the integers n, ri, sj, aji attached to every planar Cremona transformation with not more than 9-points, say at PF2, i. e. pi, ,p9
The method is that used throughout the literature the composition of known types. These algebraic expressions are classified into seiven distinct types. (10) give expressions for the order t and multiplicity t, of all the Bertini L-curves with not more than 9 multiple poinlts. Each such Bertini curve occurs at least once, but may occur more often in this set of expressions. 
